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ABSTRACT 

Composite materials are widely used in various structural components. One of the hot spots in complex 
composite structure is around the hole-edge of bolted joint. The method for assessing the damage around the 
hole-edge of composite bolted joint using eddy current array sensing film is developed in this study. A 
rectangular flexible eddy current array sensing film, including an exciting coil and multiple sensing coils 
printed on a flexible substrate, is proposed to monitor damages/cracks around the hole-edge of bolted joint. 
Finite Element Method (FEM) with Ansoft Maxwell software is utilized to analyze the eddy current 
disturbance caused by the crack and its growth in metallic bolted jointed in order to optimize the design of coil 
configuration of both exciting and sensing coils. Experiments are conducted to verify the feasibility and 
effectiveness of the proposed eddy current array sensing film to quantitatively track hole-edge damage growth 
in composite bolted joints. The samples of 5 mm thick CFRP laminate with artificial defects are used in the 
joints. The relationship between induced voltage of each sensing coil with corresponding damage especially 
along the axial and radial direction of bolt in joints are obtained. The variation trends of the induced voltages 
caused by damages from experiments match the FEM results well.  

1. Introduction

Carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) materials are widely applied to various industries due to their excellent 
performances, such as light weight, good corrosion resistance, high strength, good chemical stability etc. In 
civil aviation industry, CFRP have been utilized as the material of primary structure of aircraft like the wing 
and fuselage of Boeing 787 Dreamliner and Airbus A350 XWB [1]. Commonly, joint is an effective method to 
connect different structures of composite materials. There are three main types of joints are commonly used 
which are mechanically fastened joints, adhesively bonded joints, and hybrid mechanically adhesively bonded 
joints [2]. Bolted joint is the most common form to connect composite structures. The advantages of bolted 
joints comprise high reliability, high load carrying capacity, and component disassembly [3]. However, due to 
the stress concentration around the bolt hole, the failure of bolted composite joints could happen, which can 
lead to disaster risk in terms of safety problem. There are some different types of damage for CFRP includes 
longitudinal matrix cracks, matrix-fiber disbanding, delamination, and fiber breaking[4]. Consequently, 
research of bolted joints of composite structures is one of the most important area in structural health 
monitoring (SHM).   

At present, damages of CFRP can be detected in many ways by using non-destructive testing (NDT) 
technologies. Scarponi and Briotti introduced an ultrasonic NDT technique to inspect the delamination of 
CFRP laminates [5]. McCombe et al described a method to quantify the damage volume in CFRP in the 
condition of low velocity impact based on X-ray computer thermography technique [6]. Martínez-Jequier et al 
presented research of evaluating real-time damage in CFRP composite samples by applying acoustic emission 
method [7]. Due to the electrical properties of CFRP, eddy current method is more practical and easy to 
implement, comparing with other NDT techniques which is simple and fast. The principle of eddy current 
technique is depended on the electromagnetism. Cheng et al worked on CFRP detection depended on eddy 
current method. A pair of excitation and pick-up coils were used for scanning on the surface of composite 
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material sample and analyzing current distribution in CFRP specimen with different carbon fiber orientation. 
Delamination and impact damage of CFRP can be detected with eddy current probe [8]. Rakow and Chang 
investigated a SHM fastener which comprised a flexible eddy current sensor film to monitor the fatigue cracks 
around the hole of the bolted metallic joint. The results were expressed by measuring the change of eddy 
current [9]. Qing et al proposed a multi-field coupled sensing network for health monitoring of composite bolted 
joint [10]. 
 
In this work, the main object is to monitor cracks around bolted joints of composite structures with a 
rectangular flexible eddy current sensor array. The paper represents the process of the whole subject. The 
following contents comprise the structure and principle of eddy current sensor array, numerical results of our 
flexible eddy current sensor to inspect damage growth of bolted metallic joint along the hole-edge or in radial 
direction are proposed. As validation, experimental results correspond to monitoring bolted composite joint 
with eddy current technique will be demonstrated which includes the effect of anisotropy and orientation of 
plies for CFRP. Several conclusions are summarized in the last section of paper. 
 
2. Design of the Eddy Current Array Sensor 
 

2.1 Principle of Eddy Current Sensing 
 
The main purpose of eddy current sensor according to the research is to convolve senor on screw and monitor 
the growth of damage around hole-edge of bolted joint in different directions. For adapting the shape of hole-
edge, the eddy current senor is manufactured with printed flexible circuit technology caused the sensor can 
bond firmly around the bolt. The principles of eddy current sensor can be explained by theory of 
electromagnetics. The whole structure of eddy current senor consists of an exciting coil and a receiver coil. 
An alternating current I(t) will be applied on the exciting coil, and an alternating magnetic field will surround 
the exciting coil according to the Faraday’s Law of Electromagnetic Induction. Additionally, I(t) will produce 
an alternating magnetic field H(t). Furthermore, an alternating induced current Ie(t) is generated around the 
hole-edge of bolted joint. Ie(t) is defined as eddy current. Meanwhile, eddy current Ie(t) creates an alternating 
magnetic field He(t) and the original magnetic field H(t) will be restrained which lead to the present magnetic 
field of the whole eddy current system changed as the difference between H(t) and He(t). The above principles 
of eddy current can be characterized on the receiver coil through several electric parameters. To monitor of 
the hole-edge, the eddy current would make a difference on different conditions.  
 

  
(a) Without damage monitoring             (b) Crack monitoring 

Figure 1. Operating principle of eddy current coil 
 

Introduction of principle of eddy current coil is shown in Fig. 1. Comparing with two graphs for monitoring 
without or with crack around the hole-edge, it is obvious that the path of eddy current Ie(t) changed when 
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damage occurred compare without damage in the location of the hole-edge. The variation of eddy current Ie(t) 
causes variation of alternating magnetic field He(t) which make the difference between H(t) and He(t) changed. 
As a result, the phenomena above lead to the characteristic parameters such as the value of induced voltage 
varying which is performed on the receiver coil of eddy current sensor. 

 
2.2 CFRP Conductive Properties 
 

The structure of CFRP is quite different with metallic materials as consisting of carbon fiber and resin matrix. 
A strong anisotropy in conductivity is a particular feature in comparison with homogeneous materials. The 
conductive characteristic of CFRP is based on the volume fraction and orientation of carbon fiber. In general, 
the volume fraction of carbon fiber in CFRP is about 60% to 70%. The electrical conductivity of CFRP can 
be divided in to three directions which are longitudinal, transversal and through-thickness conductivity. All 
above parameters are presented as 𝛔𝑳, 𝛔𝑻, and 𝛔𝒄𝒑. For the longitudinal conductivity, 𝛔𝑳 varies between 5
×103 and 5×104 S/m along the fiber. The variation of 𝛔𝑻 is changed from 10 to 102 S/m [11]. The plies of 
CFRP laminates are contacted during the process of manufacture which provided a through-thickness 
conductivity between all adjacent plies. However, an area relative to resin-rich is appeared in CFRP and causes 
the conductivity in direction through-thickness is much lower than the transverse direction. The value of 𝛔𝒄𝒑 
is approximately equal to half of 𝛔𝑻. As conductive properties described above, the conductivity of composite 
materials is given by generating the conductivity tensor which comprises the effect of orientation and 
conductive direction of plies. The following figure represents direction of fiber with arbitrary angle based on 
a rotated coordinate system (Fig. 2).  
 

 
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of rotated coordinate relative to orientation of fiber 

 

As shown in Fig. 2, the relation between direction of carbon fiber and reference axis is indicated. The 
conductivity tensor of CFRP depends on a rotated coordinate system can be derived from a coordinate 
transformation matrix as below: 

�̿� = [𝝈𝑳𝒄𝒐𝒔𝟐(𝜽) + 𝝈𝑻𝒔𝒊𝒏𝟐(𝜽) 𝝈𝑳−𝝈𝑻𝟐 𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝟐𝜽) 𝟎𝝈𝑳−𝝈𝑻𝟐 𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝟐𝜽) 𝝈𝑳𝒔𝒊𝒏𝟐(𝜽) + 𝝈𝑻𝒄𝒐𝒔𝟐(𝜽) 𝟎𝟎 𝟎 𝝈𝒄𝒑]              (1) 

 

 

2.3 Design of the Flexible Eddy Current Sensing Film 
 



The design of the eddy current film for the research includes the part of the exciting coil and receiver coils. 
Due to the high sensitivity and wide range of detection around hole-edge, the structure of eddy current film is 
supported by rectangle coil. Fig. 3 shows the initial design of eddy current sensor film manufactured with 
printed flexible circuit technology for our research. For the exciting coil, an entire rectangle coil is used through 
the whole area of the bolt hole. Furthermore, the receiver coils of sensor comprise several small rectangle coils 
as the location of crack along the depth of the hole can be detected rapidly. The signal is obtained from exciting 
coil is in same time and for receiver coils is separate. The type of sensor named single-input-multiple-output 
according to the characteristic of the design.  
 

 
(a) Exciting coil                               (b) Receiver coil 

Figure 3. Schematic plot of eddy current film 
 

Fig. 4 describes the installation process of eddy current senor film into structure of bolted joint. There are five 
films are used to constructed senor which include three films for insulation and two films for placing the 
exciting and receiver coils.  

 

 
Figure 4. Process of installing eddy current sensor with structure of bolted joint 

 

Although the coils in Fig. 3 have ability to monitor crack along the hole-edge, the current flow along the 
exciting coil and receiver coils will in opposite direction in some area and the eddy current intensity is reduced. 
Consequently, to maintain intensity and sensitivity of eddy current, the design of the exciting coil changed to 



the same form with receiver coil to keep the path of current in both of the exciting coil and receiver coils in 
same direction. Moreover, the input signal to exciting coil also in the type of single-input as introduced above. 
The improved design for eddy current array sensor is shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The arrow shows the path of 
current through the exciting and receiver coils. The condition of crack growth along the hole of bolted joint 
can be compared the baseline and current value which obtained from eddy current senor. 
 

 
Figure 5. Schematic plot of the exciting coil  

 

Film

Traces above the film

Traces beneath the film

 

Figure 6. Schematic plot of the receiver coil 
 

3. Eddy Current Array Sensor Testing 
 

3.1 Numerical Analysis of Eddy Current Array Sensor 
 

Before starting analyzing characteristics of eddy current around the hole of bolted composite joint, the process 
of validation on bolted metallic joint is demonstrated as following. Ansoft Maxwell is applied during the 
process. The structure of eddy current sensor consists of one exciting coil and four receiver coils. The 
numerical results are shown in the condition of crack growth along the axial and radial direction of the hole. 
A sinusoidal signal with frequency of 1MHz and input voltage of 1V are supplied into the exciting coil. Fig. 
7 provides numerical results of crack growth in the axial direction. The location for each coil is defined in plot. 
The value of induced voltage raises when the crack occurred in the position of corresponding coil. If the crack 
growth far away to the detection zone of the adjacent coil the induced voltage will remain unchanged in current 
coil.  



 

Figure 7. Numerical results for crack growth along depth of the hole  
 

The performance of eddy current sensor to detect the crack growth in radial direction around hole-edge is 
illustrated in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 with different position of damage. Comparing the results in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, it 
is obviously indicated that crack in radial direction can be monitored by measuring variation of induced voltage. 
Moreover, the value of induced voltage only changed when the crack appeared in the location of relative coil 
and other coils have no response compared with the baseline.  
 

 
Figure 8. Numerical results for crack growth in radial direction of Coil 1  

 

 



 
Figure 9. Numerical results for crack growth in radial direction of Coil 2  

 

3.2 Experiment Validation of Eddy Current Array Sensor 
 

Following contents introduce the experimental testing for verifying capability of eddy current array sensor for 
monitoring crack growth in both of the axial and radial direction around bolted composites joint. Fig. 10 shows 
the eddy current array sensor used in research.  
 

 
Figure 10. Eddy current array sensor 

 

Four receiver coils are exhibited in sensor. Consequently, four specimens of CFRP plates are fastened around 
the eddy current array senor which are bonded on the bolt to characterize eddy current distribution of bolted 
composite joint. The parameters of CFRP dimension are 100mm*100mm*5mm. Furthermore, CFRP plates 
are manufactured with two types of prepregs which are in unidirectional and orthogonal orientation. The reason 
that utilizing two types of prepregs is to define the effect of fiber orientation on performance of eddy current. 
The stacking sequence for unidirectional CFRP is [0º/±45 º/90 º] 3S. Woven CFRP is used to produce specimen 
with fiber in orthogonal direction. The experimental system for eddy current testing consists of a lock-in 
amplifier (OE2041, operational frequency from 10mHz to 30MHz), an AG1020 RF power amplifier, and an 
oscilloscope from Tektronix. The example of CFRP plate with crack is shown in Fig. 11 where the damage 
occurred in the area of red circle. Due to the low conductivity of CFRP material, as shown in Fig. 12 the path 



of current in exciting coil is changed into the same direction which is different from Fig. 5 and the intensity of 
eddy current is enhanced.  
 

      
Figure 11. Damage of CFRP specimen  

 

 
Figure 12. Schematic plot of the exciting coil with current in same direction 

 

A sinusoidal signal with frequency of 8MHz and input voltage of 1.5V is applied on the exciting coil and four 
receiver coils operate separately by a switch. The following figures demonstrate results correspond to monitor 
of crack around the hole-edge with different types of CFRP specimens for eddy current sensor. Fig. 13 shows 
results of variation of signal which is collected from different receiver coils with increased cracks along the 
direction of depth in the condition of using unidirectional CFRP samples. The value of the induced voltage of 
receiver coils changes significantly when the relevant CFRP plates occurred damage and other coils respond 
insensitivity. Variation of eddy current for monitoring crack growth in radial direction around the hole-edge 
is illustrated in Fig. 14. It is obviously shown that induced voltage of coli 1 increases rapidly due to that only 
CFRP plate in the position of coil 1 gets crack along the radial direction. For specimen which made by woven 
CFRP, the variation tendency of induced voltage for crack growth in both of the axial and radial directions 
obtained from receiver coils is same to unidirectional CFRP which are plotted in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16.  

 



  
Figure 13. Experimental results of monitoring cracks in axial direction for unidirectional CFRP specimens 

 

  
Figure 14. Experimental results of monitoring cracks in radial direction for unidirectional CFRP specimens 

 



 
Figure 15. Experimental results of monitoring cracks in axial direction for orthogonal CFRP specimens 

 

 
Figure 16. Experimental results of monitoring cracks in radial direction for orthogonal CFRP specimens 

 

 



4. Conclusions 
 

Numerical and experimental results of eddy current sensing film developed to monitor hole-edge damage in 
bolted joints are presented in this research. The anisotropic properties of CFRP conductivity are defined by 
analyzing different fiber orientation or laying direction of CFRP plies. The results indicate that the flexible 
eddy current array sensor developed in this paper can inspect the damage at the hole-edge. The crack growth 
in both of the axial and radial directions are represented with variation value of the induced voltage. 
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